
SHOULD BUSINESS BE RESPONSIBLE TO HELP

The top five reasons to have (and/or work for) a socially responsible business are : (And if you need help implementing
them at your company.

According to Michael E. Trust is the most fragile relationship you could ever have. Employee satisfaction
Employees will be proud to work for a reputable company which consistently helps societies improving their
quality of life. Some experts believe that social responsibility defies the very point of being in business: profit
above all else. Otherwise, falsely claiming to bring social change to those in need could lead to bad publicity.
These businesses are required by law to meet strict standards of social and environmental performance, with
companies like Seventh Generation, Pura Vida, and Etsy great examples of B Corps. The business case for
engaging in corporate social responsibility is clear and unmistakable. The contribution they make is a way for
businesses to demonstrate that they are willing to put their money into an endeavor that will be making a
social impact. Bottom line, what may have started out as a knee-jerk reaction has become a new business
standard, and yet another sign of these "changin" times. Race goes both ways. This certification is done by the
recognized global social good nonprofit B Lab. When properly implemented, it should become ingrained in
the values and culture of a company, and positively affect the way the company does business. The important
consideration is that consumers know that the corporation is making donations out of its own pocketbook, not
asking for donations by its consumers. You're potentially competing with companies with similar products,
services and even talent needs across the nation or even around the world. On a smaller scale, there are
entrepreneurial companies known as B Corporations employing CSR into the very fabric of their own
businesses. When you earn your MBA online from Ohio University you are making a conscious decision to
improve your professional value and position yourself for current and future business opportunities. CSR is a
kind of social obligation to the firm, aimed at the And all of these, of course, lead to the conclusion that social
responsibility is a modern trend created by and for the business sphere. Expertise from Forbes Councils
members, operated under license. Businesses that engage in active CSR efforts take stock of the way they
operate in the world to incorporate addressing cultural and social issues, with the aim of benefiting both in the
process. More so than ever before, the most successful, respected, and desirable businesses exist to do much
more than make money; they exist to use the power of business to solve social and environmental problems.
Businesses that want to stay relevant to new generations and who want to help people in need around the
world while increasing their own revenue and efficiency will benefit from embracing CSR. Contribute to
social good in the process. Developed by Why should business be socially responsible? Put simply, being
socially responsible is just good business practice and a failure to do so can have a deleterious effect on the
balance sheet. At least when we are talking about business and community involvement.


